Welcome!!!

In this magazine you will find story’s written by our classmates as well as news from the classroom. For our spring into art we did three different artworks. We called them “Spring Mandala”, “Let’s Party” and “Cherry Blossom”. I hope that you will enjoy 3/4 R’s new issue of Story world.

How the kangaroo got their pouch by Cooper Hawken

In the dreamtime, some girl kangaroos were grazing. One was hit by lightning and a pouch formed where it hit. That’s how kangaroos got their pouch.

Weekly Highlights

This week we are learning about how to read a calendar and 24-hour time. We have all been practicing very hard for jump rope for heart and we hope you were as well.

Chess

On Thursday 15.10.15 10 people went to chess. I played 4 games with people from other schools. I won 3 or 4 games and I had a good time. Chess is a great game to play because you can think and learn.

By Jeremy

A painting of the Sydney Opera House
One day I woke up and it was the first day of spring, although I thought it was. I went to my window to see the flowers but it was snowing. “Huh”, I said in confusion? “But its spring. Its not winter anymore.” I got ready for the day in great confusion and went to the kitchen for breakfast. Still in confusion I ate my breakfast wondering about what had happened. After breakfast I went to watch the news to see what was really going on. “Apparently there is no spring this year”, the television said. “We will just have a very long winter instead.” “Does that mean I get no birthday this year”, I thought to myself. Sad and disappointed I walked to my room. “Oh well”, I said in relief. “At least I get more snowball fights”!

My Birthday

24th September 2015

Today is my birthday and Im very excited. Im going to my mums work, the old (SDC). I know it sounds a little boring but I get to take my pc so I get to watch lots of cool videos. I get to see two of my friends Sam and Josh who like a lot of the things I like. We had a fun day and I had a minecraft cake plus another one at my mums work. I got some walkie talkies, basket ball net and a guitar!!! I hope you liked the story of my birthday. Thanks for reading!!!

By Hunter

How Kangaroos Got Their Pouch

In the dream time, many years ago, a female kangaroo had a baby scratched the mother’s belly and made a pouch. Then the baby hopped in the pouch bit two nipples in the pouch. They hopped away and ate sweet grass and that’s how kangaroos got their pouch.

Story by Hayden

Article by Leif

MINECRAFT STORY BY BYRON COOPER

Once upon a time there were three best friends there names were Alex Axel and Jessie they all asked Jessie’s mum if they could go have a walk around the planes biome. A few minutes later they found a village and they had a little walk around the village. And when they got to a farm a famer said what are you doing here. Jessie said we were just having a look around. And then they went to a witch hut and the witch said go away and then they went away back home to go to bed. The End